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A file that contains a <a0>.</a0> The PHP file extension is a PHP source code file that contains hypertext preprocessor code. It is typically used as a Web page file that generates HTML from a PHP engine running on a Web server. The HTML content that the PHP engine writes from code is what is displayed in the web browser. The web server is where the PHP code runs, so
when you access a PHP page, the HTML content generated by the server is provided instead of accessing the code. Some PHP source code files may use different file extensions, such as . PHTML, PHP3, PHP4, PHP5, PHP7 or PHPS. Windows Notepad is an example of a PHP file opener, but when coding in PHP, syntax highlighting is very useful, so PHP's dedicated editor is
usually preferred. Some text editors contain syntax highlighting. For some options, such as Visual Studio code, see the list of best text editors. Here are a few other ways to edit PHP files: Atom, Sublime Text, Coder, Code Anywhere, Programmer Notepad, Vim, and Code Lobster IDE. To do this, you need something like an Apache web server. If you need help, see the PHP.net
installation and configuration guide. Some? PHP files are actually media files or images by mistake. PHP file extension. In such cases, you only need to change the file extension to the correct extension and open it correctly in a program that displays the file type, such as a video player if you are working with MP4 files. To generate a PDF from PHP, see FPDF or dompdf. For
information on how to convert a PHP array to Javascript code in JSON format (JavaScript object notation), see the PHP.net json encoding documentation. This can only be used with PHP 5.2 or later. You can't convert a PHP file to a non-text-based format, such as MP4 or JPG. In the file, type . The PHP file extension should have been downloaded in one of those formats, but
simply add PHP to the name of the file extension. MP4 (or what format should it be in)? Changing the name of such a file only allows the appropriate program to open the file, rather than performing the actual file conversion. The actual conversion is usually done in the Save As or Export menu of the file conversion tool or program. If the PHP code embedded in the HTML file is
surrounded by these tags instead of the common HTML tags, it will be recognized as HTML instead of PHP: &lt; &gt; PHP [PHP code comes here] to link to the PHP file, type the following code in the HTML.php .php In this example, the is: PHP is ported to almost any operating system and is completely free to use. The official PHP website is PHP.net. The entire document isIf you
need help learning more about what you can do with PHP or how it works, it will work as an online PHP manual. Another good source of information is W3Schools. The first version of PHP was released in 1995 and is called the Personal Home Page Tool (PHP tool). New versions are released every few months and changes have been made throughout the year. Server-side
scripting is the most common use of PHP. As mentioned earlier, this works with PHP parsers, web servers, and web browsers, allowing the browser to access the server running the PHP software and allowing the browser to view everything the server is generating in the browser. The other is a command-line script that does not use a browser or a server. These types of PHP
implementations are useful for automated tasks. A PHPS file is a syntax-highlighted file. Some PHP servers are configured to automatically highlight the syntax of files that use this file extension. This must be enabled using the httpd.conf line. When working on an application, no matter what language you choose, sometimes you're too focused on the code itself. A really good
development lifecycle brings you a choice of support tools to ensure the quality and reliability of your application, much more than code, as a stand-alone entity, and as a creature when it is deployed. To that end, this article looks at five tools for improving PHP applications: PHP code sniface, PHP documentation, supervisors, Phing, and uptime robots to keep an eye out for your
fun, robust and newly deployed sites. PHP Code Sniffer is a tool for verifying that your code conforms to certain coding standards, so the first tool starts pretty close to your code. It comes with its own built-in rules or you can make your own very easily. You can use the PHP code snifa to verify that your project is consistently readable. Php does not rely on white space, so the
placement of parentheses, line breaks, and indents does not affect how your code is parsed or executed. Applying coding standards means guaranteeing minimal compliance and readability. This means that the entire project follows specific guidelines and is easy to read and maintain. Considering how much time the average Web application spends in maintenance mode, this is
a very important feature. Php code snifa is available from PEAR and the project page is here. If you have PEAR installed (check it out if you're not using PEAR) there are some great tools!) You can install it by using the following command PHP_CodeSnifferOnce: you can quickly check the coding standards of your project against any of the installed standards that are installed in
the pear install program. To see what's installed, use phpcs -i from the command line. My personal favorite is the Squid standard, it's Draconian than PEAR, but it's still pretty comprehensive. (Unless your project already adopts coding standards.)Because <a0> is a warning, it is useful to start generating a summary report.</a0> Run the following command from the directory that
contains the project code: phpcs --report-summary -- Standard-Squiz .The following output appears: It takes time to go through various warnings and fix it, but it's worth paying attention to the quality of what you've created as a developer, providing clean, easy-to-read code. If the sniffing bundled by default does not meet your needs, you can create your own. This is a very friendly
task, especially if you have a great document to do and are happy to select and mix from existing sniffing. Because PHP code snifa is particularly powerful when it is part of an automated build process, there is a constant feedback loop about the state of coding standards compliance. If you look at Phing.02, we'll review it later. PHP Documentor Creating measurements and
generating artifacts from your code without actually executing them is called static analysis. The PHP code snifa is an example of a static analysis tool, and the PHP documentation is another example. PHP Documentor reads the structure of the code, the file system structure, classes, functions, and all the information in between, and generates a document from it. It's even better
to add comments to specific notations to add more details about the different elements of your code. Installing PHP documentation is via PEAR, so once again, it's super easy. However, since PHP documentation runs its own PEAR channel, there are two commands required to install this tool: pear channel discovery pear.phpdoc.orgpear installation phpdoc/phpDocumentor-
alpha1 and you can use the php adoc program on the command line. Tells phpdoc which folder to document with -t and where to write the output file. As an example, the TimeZone class (all code is on GitHub because it comes from the open source Join.in event feedback site): &lt;/php/ php version 5 , @category Joind.in, @package controller, @copyright 2009 - 2013 Joind.in
@license , 2013 Joind.in @link , event is time zone offset if $evt @param $evt_offset offset @param @return of the time, the public static function getEventTime($evt_offset) $here is the new DateTimeZone(date_default_timezone_get $here), $hoffset $here $off - (time() - $hoffset) + ($evt offset : 3600) Return to the <a0></a0>off<a2> GetDatetimeFromUnixtime. Returns @param
an integer of unix time that formats the @param@param of the string.Timestamp @param $format string @return $unixtime returns the format of a string. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $timezone, $format) $datetime Static::getDatetimeFromUnixtime($unixtime, $timezone); $retval $retval $format
$datetime When PHP Documentor is applied to this code snippet (more in real classes than above), the result is: running PHP Documentor on a non-commented project will impress the structure of the project and allow the user to see what's there. Comments that are then added are displayed in the output. This tool is well tied to the PHP code snifa that has already been
mentioned because many of the PHP code snifa standards require PHP documentation comments. This tool is ideal for running on a regular and automatic basis - the API documentation is regenerated overnight or after each change has been merged to keep it up-to-date and useful as a reference. Supervisored Supervisord (pronounced Supervisor Dee) is one of the tools you
don't need until you write an application of a particular style, and you can't imagine how you lived without it. The Web application is used as a simple set of code to respond to incoming requests. As you become more complex, there are other tasks that you need to perform on a regular basis or in response to specific events. So how does the supervisor help? If something crashes,
Supervisor will try to restart the process. Supervisors will give up if the process dies rapidly. There are several other things running under the supervisor on my system: IRC bots scripts pull jobs from queuePHP/node.js applications that provide requests from the command line are very easy to install on most platforms (e.g. through my package manager on my Linux system) and
come with a control panel called SupervisorCTL. When I run it, I see something like this: from now on, you'll see that a lot of processes are running (some have stopped), and the time they're all running (I restarted the server yesterday!! Long-running processes are difficult to monitor and this tool is very simple. When the application exceeds the stage of the serving web page,
Supervisor becomes a friend. Phingphing is a build system along the same line as Ant. This is a platform-independent, very simple way to execute commands to run various jobs in a project. Many projects use it for deployment, but you can perform any number of other tasks, such as running a test suite or using static analysis tools such as PHP Documentor and PHP
Codesniface, which are already described in this.It is available via PEAR and has its own PEAR channel, so you can install it on the same line as any other PHP-based tool we've seen. Phing can read build files written in XML (very close to Ant syntax, but not compatible) and specify many 'targets' or commands that Phing knows how to execute. Here's a small example: &lt;?xml
version_1.0 encoding_UTF-8?&gt;This is a snippet from the build .xml file and again from the Join.in project, and how Phing is configured. &lt;project name_joinin default_build basedir_.&gt; &lt;target name_phpdoc description_Generate API documentation using PHPDocumentor&gt; &lt;phpdoc2 destdir&gt;&lt;build/api&gt; &lt;fileset dir&gt;&gt;&lt;/fileset&gt; &lt;/target&gt;
&lt;/target&gt; true&gt; &lt;fileset dir&gt;&gt; &lt;patternset&gt; &lt;include name&gt;/.php&gt;&lt;/include&gt; &lt;/patternset&gt; &lt;/fileset&gt; &lt;/phplint&gt; &lt;/target&gt; &lt;target name&gt; &lt;build depends_phpdoc, phplint&gt;/target&gt; &lt;/target&gt; &lt;/project&gt;Considering each block, there is a project tag that first preserves the default target name and sets the base dir
property for later use in later elements. Within a project tag, there is a set of task tags. You can include tasks that Phing can perform and all the information it needs to do so. The final target is build. This is the default target for this project, so it will be executed if the Phing command is executed without arguments. This target depends on the other two targets. Phing provides clear
command-line output, generates artifacts such as API documentation, and stores them in a specific location for later linking. When you run the above from the command line, you don't see much output, but when you check out what you've written to the build directory, the API documentation is completely there along with artifacts from other build targets: Phing really comes in on
its own for deployment. You can add a series of tasks to each target, which are executed in order. Phing supports all kinds of tasks (see documentation), such as handling exports from version control, compressing and transferring files, and executing commands on SSH. Creating a Phing target for automatic project deployment is a great way to make risky and complex processes
very reliable. Phing follows all the steps to make your site live, rather than following wiki instructions. Don't forget that this may also include restarting worker scripts in your application via Supervisored!05. Monitor the health of your site When your site is live, you'll want to think it's done, but it's also very useful to keep an eye on things. Monitoring doesn't mean waiting for the client
to call you and tell you when the site stopsInstead, use the tool to periodically check that everything is going well and let you know if it doesn't work. There are many options in this area, but consider two types of monitoring: alert monitoring to let you know that your site is down, and trend monitoring, where you can set thresholds for specified measurements. Alert monitoring is a
very basic check on the website. If the site is there, everything will work. If the site does not respond, warn you that there is a problem. The simplest monitoring configuration ensures that the HTTP response to a Web request to a specific URL succeeds. If there is no response, or if an error response is received, the site is placed as down. Typically, you can configure a service that
provides such monitoring to contact you if this happens by phone or e-mail. One of the providers of this type of service is Uptime Robot, which allows easy monitoring of the site and indicates if the site goes down and if it is not. You can also use this service to configure content monitoring. This ensures that there are elements that must exist in the response. This is because the
content is returned, but the expected content (from Apache to 'it works!' It helps to get when you don't have a page (for example, if you've seen it). This will be as simple as the text that appears on the monitored page. Ping monitoring may also appear, but the machine is very likely to respond to pings, but http responses cannot be processed successfully. I prefer HTTP monitoring.
Trend monitoring examines more complex metrics and often includes tools running on the server itself. In this case, the number of Web server processes, memory usage, or page response time are taken into account, and you can track how those changes change over time. You can use monitoring tools to set thresholds to be notified in some way for a period of time if a particular
data trend is too high or too low. In some cases, you may be paging through the people of the operation, or the dashboard screen in the corner may change color. The correct response is completely dependent on the application. To improve tools and processes, you need to invest money in time and sometimes. However, good tools are designed to make every part of the
development process run smoothly and repeatedly, giving a great return on the time to invest and make it better. This article is intended to include a selection that may not have been used yet, but is an asset in the painless development process. Lorna is an independent web development consultant, trainer and author based in Leeds, UK. She is a PHP specialist and is working
with the team to get the most out of applications, tools, and people. Lorna is a regular conference speaker and developer of the Join.in open source project. Project.
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